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3,517,171 TWO basic approaches to system design for fault tolzr- 
TwTMG AND WEpABRLNG colpuT]ER ance have been suggested. One approach is the use of 
Algirdas A. A~ifieslis, kos Angeles, @aBf., assignor, by triple modular redundancy (TMR) in which 
mesne to the united Stsnes of Anleaiaa logic signals are handled in three identical chanliels and 
as reiaresented bv &he Administrator of the Nationall r, faults are masked by vote-taking elements distributed 
~ e r o & a n ~ c s  an3 &ace Administration " throughout the system. The other approach is selective 
Filed Oet. 363, 1967, Ser. No. 679,055 redundancy in which the system is monitored for faulrs, 
Knt. CB. G06f 11/04 and faulty elements are replaced with spares. While ihc 
U.S. C1. 235-153 'lsirns TMR approach has some advantages over the selective 
10 redundancy approach, including immediate correction of 
ABSTRACT O F  THE DHSCLOSBJRE faults, elimination of the need for fault detection appaua- tus, and simplicity of design, the selective redundal~cy ap- 
A computer system composed of a number of function- proach also has many advantages. The advantages of thc 
a1 units, each performing a major function, the system in- selective redundancy approach over the TMR approach 
cluding a Control and Diagnostic Unit (CDU) which 15 include the fact that power is required by only one copy 
continually monitors the units for faults and replaces a of most replaceable items, all spares cafi be ul~lized, thc 
faulty unit by switching off its power and switching on difficult initial checkout characteristic of TMR systems 
power to its replacements. The functional units com- is e!iminated, and transient faults such as those due to 
muicate with each other over only two busses, and all sparks can be tolerated by the system. Extensive design 
communicated words are encoded by error-detecting 20 studies have indicated that a selective redundancy syctem 
codes. As a result, two bus checking units which monitor would be desirable in certain applicatio~~s, including those 
the two busses detect errors indicated by the codes and send for unmanned spacecraft on long duration ni~sions. 
fault indicating signals to the CDU. When a fault is de- A selective redundancy system must be deslgned to 
tected, the CDU stops the program and resumes it at a perform special functions in addition to the ordinary func- 
previous rollback point indicated on the computer pro- 25 tions of a computer. Specifically, the system must incor- 
gram. The program contains numerous rollback points porate some means of fault detection, a lecoxlery proce- 
along it, a t  which the computations can readily be re- dure to allow for the case of transient faults. a replace- 
sumed. If the fault persists, the faulty unit is replaced. ment procedure including switching means for the casc 
of permanent faults, and a check-out piocedure for a p  
30 plication to all spares before the mission. 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION Among important requirements of a selective redund- 
 hi^ invenfion described herein was made in the per- ancy system to the provision of means for detecting a wide 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject variety of faults, including those which can be indicated 
to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronau- by the use of error-detecting codes and those which can- 
tics and space of 1958, Law s5-56s (72 stat. not. Another requirement, which is among the most funda- 
435; 42 USC 2457). mental hardware considerations, is the provision of a. 
switching arrangement for reliably eliminating a defective 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION unit, even in the case of catastrophic failure and replacing 
Field of the invention 40 it with a spare. The reliability of such a switching arrange- 
ment is a limiting factor in the reliability of the entire 
The invention relates to computer systems, and, more system. 
particularly, to self-testing and repairing computer sys- 
tems. OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE T1MiENTIO'liON 
Description of the prior art 
45 Accordingly, one object of the present invention is ra 
Reliable performance of digital systems is usually at- provide a computer system for automatrcally correcting 
tained by selecting highly reliable components and pack- a wide variety of faults within the system. which can 
aging, and by utlizing extensive verification techniques for tolerate a greater number of faults than systems available 
the design and for the programs. Despite the use of such heretofore; 
reliability-assurance techniques, the system may still fail 50 Another object is to provide a self-repairing conlputer 
during use because of uncontrollable or undetected faults. system which utilizes a minimum of power. 
Such faults may arise due to undetected design errors, In accordance with the invention, there is provided a 
random failures of components or connections, and ex- self-testing and repairing computer system subdivided into 
ternally induced failures due to radiation, sparks, mecha- several replaceable functional units. Each functional unit 
nical damage, and other environmental conditions. The 55 performs a major function of the system. Various circuits 
effects of such faults can be controlled by the introduc- are provided to monitor the system for faults, the.ie cir- 
tion of protective redundancy to the system. Protective re- circuits located both within the functional units and in two 
dundancy refers to the use of additional components or separate checking units whose only function is lo detect 
systems to mask or to replace a faulty portion of the certain types of faults. A separate Control and Diagnosas 
system. 60 Unit (CDU) receives all fault indication signals and con- 
One application of digital systems which requires ex- trols recovery procedures. The recovery procedu~es iu- 
trerne reliability is in guidance and control computers clude testing of the possibly faulty units and placing the 
for unmanned spacecraft. Such computers are required units when necessary. 
to survive space voyages to other planets which range up The two separate checking units whose only function 
to several years in length, performing on-board processing 6.j is to detect certain types of errors, operate by monitoring 
of scientific data during most of the voyage and perform- the communication cl~annels connecting the unit to detect 
ing approach guidance and control computations at  the faulty outputs. The inclusion of only two separate check- 
end of the voyage. The computer systems for such appli- ing units to monitor the communication channels is made 
cations are almost fully utilized during approach to the possible by utilizing a limited number of busses for carry- 
planet, and it is desirable to provide means for rapidly 70 ing all data internally, and by encoding all data in error- 
replacing defective components during computations while detecting codes. If the output from any funcsisnai upit 
employi~lg the computer at high capacity. to a bus is erroneous, the bus checking unit monitoring 
3 
the bus detects the error. When a permanent fault is de- 
tected, the offending unit is replaced with a spare. 
The fault-detecting circuits within each functional unit 
have on output line connected to the CDU to indicate the 
existenace of faults, such as disagreement between a dupli- 
cated internal sign detection circuit, which would not 
necessarily be indicated on the encoded word output. 
Each functional unit also has output lines connected to 
the CDU indicating whether or not it is delivering output 
data at every instant. The CDU checks whether each 
functional unit is operating and is quiescent when it 
should be to further detect the existence of faults. 
4 
which commands one or more of the functional units 
to act during phase 3 and which carries an address which 
may be indexed. After any indexing, the instruction word 
address is delivered to the memoly units to indicate the 
address of the numeric operand word they must deliver 
during phase 3. In phase 3 a memory unit may deliver a 
numeric operand and the functional unit commanded 
during phase 2 to act on it, acts on it. 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with 
particularity in the appended claims. The invention will 
best be understood from the following description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
If the CDU determines that a fault exists, it intern~pts 
the current program and executes an emergency sequence. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
First, a segment of the current program is repeated from l5 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system con- 
a designated 'koilback point" instruction in order to cor- structed in accordance with the invention; 
rect the error, if it was due to a transient fault. If the FIG. 2A is a representation of a 32-bit word utilized 
fault persists, the faulty unit is replaced by a spare by in the computer system of FIG. 1; 
switching oE power from the faulty unit and switching FIG. 2B is a representation of an 8-byte numeric 
on power to its spare. After such replacement, the pro- ", operand word having the form of the word FIG. 2A; 
gram iz again 'roiled back," i.e., resumed at the instruc- FIG. 2C is a represenlatior, of an 8-byte instruction 
tion designated as the "rollback point." The program word having the form of the word of FIG. 2A; 
executed by the computer contains many specified roll- FIG. 3 is a block diagram representation of a general- 
back points, which are convenient points at which to le- ized functional unit of the computer system of FIG. 1; 
sume computat~ons. This eliminates the need to roll back 25 FIG. 4 is a block diaglam representation of a Control 
to  the beginning of the entire program, and therefore and Diaposis Unit of the system of FIG. 1; 
reduces the time required to correct a fault. FIG. 5 is a block diagram representation of a control 
The replacement of faulty units by their spares is a arithmetic processor of the system of FIG. 1; 
highly critical operation. Instead of switching the many FIG. 6 is a partial block diagram representation of the 
input or output lines of a faulty unit, replacement is 30 comparator logic complex of the Control and Diagnostic 
accomplished nlerely by removing power from the offend- Unit 01 FIG. 4, showing the circuitry for detecting and 
ing unit and applying it to  the spare. The units are con- correcting faults in the control a~ithmetic processor unit; 
structed so that they deliver logic zero outputs when not FIG. 7 is a partial block diagram representation of the 
ft~nciioaing. Most of the units are constructed so that, comparator logic complex of the Control and Diagnostic 
when they are serving as spares on a standby basis, they ~5 Unit of FIG. 4, showing the circuitry for detecting and 
do not consume any power. correcring faults in the main arithmetic processor unit; 
The computer generally employs words of 32-bit length. and 
The macliine words are carried by the busses to the FIG. 8 is a simplified bIock diagram of an arrangement 
functional units in 4-bit bytes, that is, in a series-parallel for replacing a unit with a spare. 
mode. 'P-here are primarily two different types of words, 40 
numeric operand words and instruction words. Both DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
types have a 32-bit, or 8-byte length. The numeric operand EMBODIMENTS 
word contains the information to be processed. The other To facilitate an understanding of the invention, the 
type of word, the instruction word, contains a 3 - b ~ t e  following description is presented in five parts. Part 1, 
operation command portion indicating the opelation to entitled "General Description," describes the overall sys- 
be performed, such as an addition and a 5-byte address 45 tem shown in FIG. 1. Palt 2, entitled "Description of 
poltion indicating the address in the memories at Codes," describes the three error-detecting codes used for 
which the nuineric operands to be processed can be encoding information carried over busses between func- 
found. tional units of the system. Part 3, entitled "General De- 
The numeric operand words and the instruction words 50 scliption of Functional U~its ,"  desciibes the functions of 
are cll~oded by three different error-detecting codes. The the various functional units in relation to the operation 
8-by~e numeric operand is encoded by a product code. of the system. Part 4, entitled "Description of Control and 
The product e~coding method is desirable for enabling Diagnostic Unit," desciibes the construction and opera- 
the detection of errors of the type most likely to  occur tion of this unit; this part also describes the control arith- 
in arrthmet~c processing. The instruction word employs 55 metic processor. Part 5, entitled "Detection of Faults in 
two different codes, one for the 3-byte operation corn- Control Arithmetic Processor and Main Arithmetic Pro- 
mand and a separate one for the 5-byte address portion. cessor," describes the operation of the Control and Diag- 
The operation command porlion has a "two-out-of-four" nostic Unit in  elation to these two units. 
cncodii?g, wherein every 4-bit byte contains two 1's and 
two Us This is efficient for detecting the type of erlors most 69 (1 ) General description 
likely to occur in transmission. The address portion is FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the general organ- 
cncoded by a residue code. This code is efficient for the ization of the computer system of the invention. ~h~ par- 
operations generally performed with the address poition. ticular system shown is a fixed-point binary 
busses carry all of the data transmitted between suitable for spacecraft guidance applications. The system 
the functional units, includiag the numeric opelands and C5 is divided into replaceable functional units connected to- 
the instrirction words. The bus checking units which moni- gether by t~~ busses and 12, referled to as the first and 
tor h e  busses check all transmitted, and second busses, respectively. The busses carry information detect ellors in any of the three tYF of encoded words. words between functional units. ~~~h information word 
The ~ r o d u c t  and residue codes utilize the same checking generally comprises eight serially-delivered bytes, each 
circuits inasmuch as they are identical flom the stand- 70 byte containing four bits. Accordingly, each bils 18) and 
point of error detecting. 12 has four conductors for carrying the four bits in 
Each instruction of the program is accomplished in parallel. 
three pha>es, referled to as phases 1, 2, and 3. Yn phase 1, The monitoring of the system for faults is accomplished 
the memory urits are reqt~estcd to deliver an instruction. by two bus checkers 14  and 16, a Control and Diagnosis 
I n  phase 2, the memory units deliver an instruction word 7.5 Unit (CDU) 18, and fault detecting circuitry in each of 
3,517,171 
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the n i ~ e  other functional units. The CDU 18 has nine address a, an a 4-bit check symbol, c ( u ) .  111e c11ei.k 
groups of inputs, B1 through B3, referred to as its status symbol c ( a )  has the value 
line gioups 17, each of the nine groups comprising three c ( a )  =15-/a/ls 
lines from one of nine functional units. The CDU 18 
also has four bus checker status signal inputs E l ,  E2, E3 where /a115 is the modulo 15 residue of a. The check- 
and Ed, shown at 19, which are connected to the outputs ing algorithm, utilized by the bus checkers 14 and 316 
El, E2, E3 and EL$ of the bus checkers 14 and 16. Faults computes the modulo 15 residue of an address and adds 
which result in the generation of erroneous data are in- this modulo 15 residue to the check syn~bol c ( a ) .  Tt  
dicated to the CDU 18 by signals received over the bus should be noted that the four bytes 90 through 93 of 
checker status inputs 19. Faults which result in the ma]- the address portion 76 represent the mcoded address, so 
functioning of a unit, but which may or  may not result the address is available without decoding. 
in obviously erroneous data words, are detected by the The presence of a properly coded address portion 76 
GDU through monitoring of the status line groups 17. is indicated by the generation of a zero sum (represented 
The CDU serves as a control means responsive to fault by 11 11 1. The residue code is preferable for address Poi-- 
indicating signals for performing fault-correcting proce- 15 tions, as compared with the product code utilized {or the 
dures. The bus and bus checkers, and the status line groups operands, because the address, represented the first 
and circuitly within the CDU connected to the status line 16 bits (the bytes a0 through a3), is available to the 
groups, serve as monitoring means for monito1illg the memory address decoding circuits in its ordinmy binary 
functioning of the functional units. form. It should be noted that the "1's complement," 
The bus checkers 14 and 16 are enabled to detect erro1.s 20 15-/a/15 rather than the residue, /a/15, itself is used 
in transmitted data by reason of the encoding of the data as the check cymbol c(a).  The use of the 1's comylemeilt 
by error-detecting codes. Substantially all of the informa- provides the same fad-detection effect~veness in byte- 
tion transmitted between functional units is carried on one serial operation as for product-coded operands, while the 
of the busses 10 and 12, and all of such data is encoded. use of /a/l5 as a check symbol would give a Iowcr ef- 
Three different codes are used for three different types of 25 fectiveness. Furthermore, the bus checknng a1yori:hln IS 
information. Each bus checlcer is capable of detecting the same for product-coded operands as for the address 
errors in words encoded in any of the three codes. ~f such portions, which enables the same bus checker circuits to 
an error is detected, one of the inputs E l  through ~4 of be utilized for both. The checking algorithm is cinply 
the CDU indicates its occurrence, and the CDU can dew a modulo 15 summati~n of all bytes and a test of the 
terrnine which functional unit is a t  fault by noting which 30 result for the zero value represented by 1111. 
unit has delivered the information. The operation command portion 78 of the instiuctio~ 
word represented in FIG. 2C is divided into three bytes 
(2)  Description of codes of four bits each. The operation comaand bytes are en- 
Three different error-detecting codes are for coded by a two-out-of-four encoding. Of the sixteen corn- 
optimum encoding of three types of information which 35 binations 01 four bits, six combinations include cxactly 
is transmitted over the two busses between the functional two "1'3' (e.g., 1001 and 0101). Such coding is most 
units. One type of information is the numelic operand efficient for short words and is acceptable in a co~npuler 
word, which constitutes the data to be operated upon. An- because the operation command portio~ls are not sub- 
other type of information is contained in an instruction jected to arithmetic operations. I t  is e>ident that the 
word for indicating the operation to be perfolmed and the '4" validity of the operation command poriions must be tested 
addless of the opeland word upon which the operation by a separate circuit, since they cannot be vertfied by the 
is to be perfornled. The instruction word has two por- modulo 15 checker. The separation of the operailon com- 
tions: the operation command portion and the address mand portion into three separately-encoded bytes IFaciPi- 
portioq, and each of these two portions is encoded by a tate the decoding and validity testing of the operation 
different code. 4; con~mand portions received by the functional units. The 
PIG. 2A represents a data word 7 0  of the type trans- two-o~t-of-four encoding gives a total of 216 distinct 
mitted between functional units of the system, comprising combinations for operation codes (because it ha\ three 
32 bits. FIG. 2B represents a i~umeric operand word 72 bytes, each byte taking six values to yield 63=216 
of eight bytzs, each byte containing four bits. FIG. 2~ combinations). 
represents an instruction word 74 having an operation 50 While three different codes are used in the particular 
command portion 76 with three bytes and an address par- embodiment described herein, a single encoding scheme 
tion 78 of five bytes length. The numeric operand word such as the residue encoding with the check modulo 15 
72 is encoded by a product code, the operation command could be applied to all three types of data, including the 
portion 78 of the instruction word is encoded by a two- mmeric operand words and operation cornmalld poriims 
out-of-four code, and the address portion 76 of the 55 of the instruction words. While the use of one code would 
instruction word is encoded by a residue code. have the advantage of identical check algorithms. the 
The numeric operands, represented in FIG. 2B, are 32 "SO of different codes also has advmtages. For example, 
bits long and are binary product-coded numbers with the the two-out-of-four coding for individual bytes of the 
check factor 15. These operand words are obtained by operation portion permits validation and use of ~ndrviduai 
mulliplyi~~g an uncoded information word of 28 bits 60 bytes. The use of three different codes was selected for 
length by 15 to obtain the product-coded 32-bit operands. a particular system which was constructed to permit a 
The check factor 15 has bmn found to be especially ef- detailed insight into the relative merits and shortcomings 
feclive in the case of series-parallel transmission and in of the different codes by observing them in actual opera- 
computing in bytes of 4 bits length. The checking algor- tion. 
ithm utilized by the bus checkers 14  and 16 computes Cj 
the anodulo 15 residue of coded words which are trans- (3) General description of functional units 
mitted on the busses 10 and 12. A zero residue (rep- The block diagram of FIG. 1 illustrates twelve dif- 
resented by 1111) indicates a coded word. All other ferent functional units of the computer system. As men- 
residues indicate a fault in the functional unit which tioned above, the bus checkers 14 and 16 detect errors 
delivered the word to the bus. 70 in words transmitted over the two busses, while the CDU 
The 32-bit instruction word, represented in FIG. 2C, 18 checks for faults and performs recovery m d  replace- 
consists of a 12-bit (3-byte) operation command portion ment procedures. The system includes a main arithmetic 
78 and a 20-bit (5-byte) address portion 76. The address processor 20 which performs arithmetic operations w ~ t h  
portion is encoded in the residue code with check mod- operands supplied to it, and delivers the results. It also 
ulo 15. An address portion consists of a 16-bit binary 75 includes a control arithmetic processor 22 which stores 
3,s 1 
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the addrcss of the next insiruction to be executed and 
peiCnlms ~ndexmg (addition of a constant) to the address 
portion of the current instruction. A logic processor 24 
performs bit-by-bit logic operations on operands supplied 
to it. 
A lead only memory 26 contains the permanent pro- 
gram and associated constants to be used by the system 
du~ing a given mission. At least two read-write memory 
units 28 and 30 are used to store additional programs 
and dara generated in the operations of the computer, 
and up to 12 such units may be included. An interrupt 
uillt 32 aid an input-output unit 34 serve as interfaces 
for the entire computer system, for receiving informa- 
rlon into the computer system and delivering it there- 
from. A system clock unit 36 keeps a record of elapsed 
time and generates signals for the sequencing and time 
lieeping frlnctions of the computer. 
Each standard cycle of operation consists of three 
phase.;. During phase 1, the address of an instruction is 
geneialiy sent from the control arithmetic processor 22 
to ope of the rncrnory units 26, 28 or 30. During phase 
2, the memory unit which has been addressed in phase 
one S~oadcasts an instruction word. The instruction word 
consists of an operation command portion and an ad- 
dress portion and is brondcasted to all functional units 
by d~lrvering ihe information to the first bus 10 and 
through the control arithmetic processor 22 to the second 
bus 12. If required by the operation command, the 
control arithmetic processor 22 performs an indexing 
o ~ r d : ~ m  on thc addiess. Dniicg phase 2, the approp~i- 
ate unit.; recognrze the operation command are thereby 
pregnred to accept the address during phase 2 and/or 
initlate execution during phase 3. Dnring phase 3, if 
required by the instruction word, a memory unit delivers 
an operand to the first bus, the operation is executed, 
and a result is placed on one of the busses and accepted 
by the destination unit. Every time information is trans- 
mitted between itnits, the bus checkers 14  and 16 test 
the word for proper encoding. 
F1G 3 1s a block diagram showing the input and 
output lines leading to a typical functional unit of the 
compii~cr system. The unit 38 has a set of four input 
lirlec 631~) axil four output lines 42 for receiving informa- 
tion and delivering it to  the busses, one byte at a time. 
A pager switch 44 selectively connects power from a 
main power line 46 to the nnit power input 48 to operate 
the u111r A sv~rtch control line 56 delivers signals from 
the CDU to open or close the switch, while switch out- 
put line 64 delrvers a signal to the CDU to indicate 
whether the switch is open or closed. 
The functional unit 38 has three additional input lines 
comprising a clock input 50, a sync input 52 and reset 
input 54, which are all connected to the CDU. The clock 
Inpat 50 supplies the unit with a train of clock pulses, 
the sync line 52 provides synchronization pulse signals, 
and the reset line 54 provides a signal which resets the 
unit from its present internal configuration to a stand- 
arcl initial state. Three status output lines are provided 
which are also connected to the CDU, these being an 
active Pine 58, a complete line 60, and an internal fault 
line 62. The active line 58 provides signals that indicate 
that the unit is delivering information to its output bus. 
7 he complete line 60 provides a signal when the unit 
has completed an operation designated by the present 
irlstrric Ion. The internal fault line 62 provides signals 
when an internal monitoring circuit of the unit 38 de- 
tects an abnormal condition. 
A gcnelal uncierstanding of the operation of the com- 
pu te~  system can be had by considering, in somewhat 
greatcr detail, the functions performed by each of the 
functioaal units shown in FIG. 1. The main arithmetic 
proctsor 20 pelSo~111~ all of the arithmetic operations 
on 32-bit niimeiic operand words (shown at 72 in 
FIG. 2 4) of the computer system. Ht receives inputs con- 
srsting of an operation command (e.g., add, subtract, 
8 
multiply, or divide) during phase 2 and a coded numeric 
operand during phase 3. The output of the processor 
during phase 3 comprises one or more 32-bit words fol- 
lowed by a two-out-of-four condition code byte. The 
condition code byte indicates one of three irregularities 5 (sum overflow, quotient overflow, or zero divisor), or, 
if the result is good, the type of result (positive, zero, 
or negative). If the result is good, the control arithmetic 
processor 22 stores the condition code output of the 
main arithmetic processor 20 for use during conditional 
jump instructions. All results are delivered to the second 
bus 12 during phase 3, where they are monitored by 
the second bus checker 16. 
The control arithmetic processor 22 performs the 
15 functions of storing and indexing addresses, and of de- 
livering the addresses to the memory units. These 
addresses indicate the location in the memory units at 
which instruction words or numeric operand words aie 
to be found, and cause the memory units to deliver 
20 these words. During phase 1, the control arithmetic 
processor delivers an address to the memory units over 
bus 2. During phase 2, the processor receives an address 
from a memory unit and may index it and deliver the 
indexed address to a memory unit over bus 2. During 
25 phase 3, the processor may or may not function, de- 
pending on the operation command received during phase 
2. At phase 1 of the next instruction step, the processor 
aenerally delivers the address delivered in the previous 
step but augmented by one. To  perform these opera- 
30 tions, the control arithmetic processor contains registers 
for storing addresses and indexing numbers, and an adder 
circuit for performing the indexing. A more complete 
description of the control arithmetic processor will be 
given later in conjunction with FIG. 5. 
3.5 The read only memory 26 contains the permanent 
proglarn and associated constants for a given mission. 
It does not receive data during a mission, but only de- 
livers it. The computer system includes complete replicas 
of the read only memory as rcplacements. 
40 The read-write metmory units 28 and 30 store and de- 
liver the information generated during computations. 
They may also store additional programs for the com- 
puter. Each read-write memory unit has three modes of 
operation; a standard mode, an auxiliary mode, and a 
relocated mode. ]In the standard mode, the unit 3erves as 4 5 the main or  original unit, receiving and transmitting in- 
formation for participating in the current computer op- 
erations. In the auxiliary mode, the unit serves as a pow- 
ered spare unit for duplicating a designated main unit. In 
the auxiliary mode it receives and stores information sent 
to its main unit so that it is ready to be switched to a 
standard mode to replace a faulty main unit, and to check 
the main unit operation. The auxiliary or spare unit stores 
the same inputs as the main unit. However, while the 
55 main unit reads out its word to the bus, the auxiliary unit 
only reads out the same word internally and compares it 
to the word on the bus. If the words disagree, the auxiliary 
unit signals a comparison error to  the CDU. If the fault 
persists after repeat of the last program steps, the main 
or auxiliary unit may be replaced. In the relocated mode, 
the address of the unit is redesignated, so that it can serve 
as a main unit for either the first memory 28 or the seconj 
memoiy 30. This allows more flexible use of the spares. 
Up to 12 read-write memory units of 4096 capacity words 
65 each, may be used at  one time in one system which has 
been designed. 
The input-output unit 34 and interrupt unit 32 serve as 
interfaces with the external world. The input-output  nit 
34 contains buffer registers for receiving and delivering 
70 machine words. The interrupt unit 32 receives commands 
and service requests from parts of the spacecraft system 
outside of the computer system. An interrupt is request~d 
from the CDU and is effected when the interrupt unit, 
duiing phase 2, places a properly coded instruction word 
75 on the first bus. Such interrupt occurs when the instruction 
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word preempts the delivery of the next instruction speci- form the operation, receives the numelic operand W O ~ L ~  
fied by the sequence register of the control arithmetic and performs the required operation. The result ss de- 
processor 22. Phase P is omitted during an interrupt. livered to the proper bus. This result may be stored in one 
The system clock unit 36 contains counters needed for of the memory units or delivered through the input-output 
the sequencing and time keeping functions of the corn- unit 34 to a circuit outside of the computer system. 
puter and the spacecraft. For example, the clock unit may Reference is now made to FIG. 4 wh~ch siiowc ~ki: 
initiate a program portion every hour, which causes a CDU 18 in greater detail. The CDU hos a comparatoi 
radiation measurement to be made. The clock unit out- logic complex $0 which determines which unit is LIE 1a~1Ft 
puts are coded machine words, so that they can be when a fault occurs. The complex 80 has switch cunt~ol  
checked for elrors by the bus checkers. The clock unit 10 output lines 82 which operate power sviiichea t~ re- 
generates an internal interrupt request when a preset count move power from a faulty functional unrt and apply ~t LO 
has been reached. a spare. The complex also has a reset conmai~d c.utpr_i 
The two bus checkers 14 and 16 check al l  machine 54' which delivers pulses to the reset inputs (shown at  
words transmitted on the two busses for validity of encod- 54 in FIG. 3) of functional units. The resst pu,,cs a 5 e  
ing. m e  cir-cuihy for checking arithmetic codes includes a 15 delivered when a portion of the program ~111:si. be re- 
four-bit check sum accumulator, and a four-bit modulo peated either to correct for a transient fault oi ar^  ?r a 
15 adder which adds the bytes being transmitted to the faulty unit has been replaced. 
word in the check sum accun~ulator. The checking of Some of the irlputs to the complex 80 are lecelvxl dl- 
non-numeric two-out-of-four operation code bytes is rectly from functional units. These include gl o.ipc ~ i "  in- 
calried out by a separate logic circuit. In order to assurf: 20 puts 58', 60' and 62' from the functional anrl\ (cop- 
that no checking for an arithmetic or residue code is nected to Outputs 58, 60 and 62 of each f~ncr;onai Ll xi), 
made when a twO-out-of-four code word is on a bus, the indicating whether each functional unit is ac,:vely de- 
the (?DU provides a signal to the bus checkers to prevent livering an output, has completed an opsr al:Ol, Oi has 
such when a two-out-of-four code is being trans- an internal fault, respectively. Another groilp of sr~ch 
nlitted. The bus checkers have a relatively small size, and 25 inputs 64' (connected to output 64 of e,rcR tir71i) ,s rc- 
are physically illcorporated in the CDU, its power ceived from the power s:vilcl?es controllmng the crier gi7,~- 
supply and counter signals. The elror signals EB and ~3 tion of each of the functi0nal ~ n i t s ,  lo ir?dlc,ite miaclbc~ 
have the value one when the current check sum is not the switch is open or closed. Still amthcr gioup of 
1111, and error signals E2 and E4 have the value inputs 86 represents the four inputs fro71 the two bbr; 
one when the cun-ent byte is not a two-out-of-four byte. checkers. 
The complex 80 has four additional inputs $8, 96, (4) Description of control and diagnostic unit 92 and 94 which it receives from the intelnai cucuit~y 
q-he control and diagnostic unit (CDU) 18 issues con- of the CDU. These four additional inputs indicatz wblch 
trol signals which initiate alrd time each step of operation of the f~ncLi0naI units in the Computer System h23 a favit 
of the system, and it controls recovery actions when a .;j when one of the functional units delivers fai~l iy 0, ~ ~ L I L .  
fault occurs. A description of the manner in an Thus, for example, if the output from a bus cl~cc: \~-  ir- 
instruction is carried out by the computer system will dicates that a word on a bus is erroneous, the CDU 
aid in the of the CD&T 18. ~h~ programs can determine which functional unit was dc:'vcl~ng 1112 
to be carried out by the coml?uter are contained in the word. A pulse and cycle counter BOO has outpurr (not 
read olliy 2~ and in the read-write memories 28 '" shown) connected to the regislels within the CDU la 
and 38. The complete program of operations may corn- coqirO1 them. 
prise perhaps 64,000 separate sequenced instruction steps, The operation of the CDU can best be unde~siood 1151 
contained in the memory. A typical instruction is considering the execution of an instrucbicl step t j l ~ c u g ~ ~  
carried out in three phases, referred lo as phases and phases 1, 2 and 3 in detail, and particularly ioie cf 
3. In phase the CDilJ 18 delivers a sync pulse, 4.5 thc CDU in the execution. The CDU has a clock 7;ulu- 
delivers one phase byte lo bus which carries it to train geiterator 96 which controls the basic tlrn1n.r of the 
the control arithmetic processor 22. This byte commands computer system operation. The generator 96 has two 
&e processor 22 to deliver an stored to OU$U~S 50' (connected to the sync input 58 of each tlnat? 
and 98, each of which carries a train of everly s ~ a c ~ d  bus 2. This is an in One Of the memory 50 pulses at a frequency such as 1 megacycle  he ph:\e ap.1 
units 26,28 or 30. 
cycle counter BOO receives clock pulses and ubes ti?cn? to In phase an instructio'l siea? the memory 26, define the length of each of the tilree ?hascs 1 2 arid 3. 
28 30 the address received On bus Ten clock define one cycle. phases 1 aFd 
phase the instruction word contained at that each of one cycle duration, i.e., ten pulses drIr ,llrov. ;"hasc 
address. is Over bus so 55 3 is an integral number of cycks in length "hip - 
that it can be received by any of the functional units. The ence is due lo the fact that phases (. ,n71e first portion of the instruction word is the 3-byte opera- 
and can always be performed in a short length cf nc 
command portion (see 2C), which designates the Phase 3, hovJever, may involve complex comliu,al,on,, 
the particular functional unit which will perform the for example, a division opelalion lllay requile iliiliJ, 
computation or other operation in the following phase 3. cydes. The operation command portion also designates the partic- instruction step is begun the pul.e .ird cyc-c 
ular operation, such as an addition or a multiplication to be cognter 100 delivers a synchronizing pulse o,l spr.c performed in phase 3. The last part of the instruction 52, to sync input of functional u t  iT A;- 
word from the memory unit is the 5-byte address portion other output 102 of the counter is a 4-bit word dc ilvered which indicates where the numeric operand word is to be g5 to bus 1 and through the control aritl~metlc p13c~-sor 
found on which the operation is to  be performed. The (shown at 22 in FIG. I )  to line 2, indicating wi?e,her a 
address portion passes through the control arithmetic ~ T O C -  nwmal or abnormal instruction step is to occtii, $q 
essor 22 which indexes it, if required, and delivers the in- norrial instruction step, phase 1 is occupied by fh-, di?- 
dexed address over bus 2. The indexed address designates livery of an address from the control arithn~etic pya-essor 
an address in one of the memory units 26,28 or 30 where- 70 to the memory units. In an abnornlal insrrtictron step, the 
in the numeiic operand word to be acted upon is located. control arithmetic processor does not dellvcr a-i  aJdr ess 
In phase 3 the memory unit containing the address of during phase 1. An abnormal instruction occlais whei-r 
the numeric operand word to be acted upon, delivers that an external unit is interjected to control one i i ; s ~ ~ u c : ~ o ~  
8-byte numeric operand word over bus 1. The functional step (e.g., to enter data into a memory unit) G ,  ,~n  in- 
unit which was designated in phase 2 as the unit to per- 75 tcmal interrupt is to occur. 
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a, an abnorwal step, an interr~rpt request signal from dexed address is stored for use in case the memory unit 
the i7tcr111~t i nit (shown at 32 in FIG. 1 )  is delivered which was supposed to recei~e the indexed address during 
o\ 2~ li -e 904 to the coilnter 108 before phase 1 begins. phase 2 delivers a faulty output a t  the beginning of phase 
ij hc :ri,e~iupt -equest indicates that during phase 2, when 3. The logic complex 80 can dete~mine which memory 
,,n ,?srruction c~loid would noimally be delivered by one unit is at fault by interrogating the address portion regis- 5 of the m;rngi\i units, an instruction word will instead be ter 110 through line 92. 
clclivcred by thc interrupt unit 32 to the first bus. When Phase 3 of an i~struction step is different for every 
sn rnterrripi lequest is received at 104, the counter EOO different opelation command. During phase 3, a numeric 
delivers a I - b ~ i e  "phase 2 designation word" at 1'92 in- operand word in one of the memoly units may be de- 
dlcai n j  to all functional units that phase 1 will be livered over bus 1. The numeric operand ward is taken 
omlttsd a rd  that the current phase is an abnormal phase from an address designated by the indexed address de- 
2. l i i i  !-byte word at 182, which is delivered over bus livered from the control arithmetic processor during 
Ti, 3rd liiiough the control arithmetic processor to bus phase 2. This numeric opeland word may be merely en- 
2, i s  i,r a two-out of-four coding so it can be monitored tered into an accumuiator register of a functional unit o r  
by 'be first bus checker. After delivery of ail inslructior, 15 may be operated on in a complex manner. A word may 
v1o.J. d~:,i?g 'In abnormal phase 2, the functional units also be transferred f ~ o m  a processor unit to  a memory 
PCL cn  it in the same manner as they act in a normal unit during phase. 3. 
rhair: 7 Pbase 3 may then occur in the same manner as If no fault occurs, the program in the read only mem- 
f n i  a ro:rnnl inbttuction step. ory 26, or the read-write memories 28 and 30, is advanced 
Di,riilg p h a ~ e  1 of a normal instruction step, the one 20 after every instruction step until a step is reached which 
Ljli- ~oi intei  oi~lput at 102 is delivered over the first commands a halt. However, if a fault is detected by the 
191:s LC tne ccntrol arithmetic processor 22. The byte logic complex 60 in the GDU, the CDU performs fault 
the co~inlrr 100 instructs the control arithmetic confirmation and recovery steps. When a fault is first 
nrotes5cr 2 2  to deliver its current instiuction address discovered by the logic cotmplex 80, it rolls back the 
ovrl :be ~econia bus to the memory units. This current in- 25 program to a designated previous instruction step and 
sti r ~ c  cin addiess is also received by the CDU and en- begins the program from that rollback point. When such 
I-red rnto a current instruction address register BOG a rollback occurs, the functional units (except the mem- 
v~hose nnput is connected to the second bus. The reason ory units) which contained information must be reset 
~ ~ h y  1111s address is entered into the register 106 is to pro- SO that the information is cleared out. Such resetting is 
v:,:e an indicat~on as to which m e w r y  unit 26, 28 or 30 accomplished by delivery of a reset command over the 
,"a n FIG. 1 was supposed to have acted on the address reset command output 54' of the logic complex 80. After 
irons the ~o;i;r ol arithmetic processor during phase 1. rollback, the program is advanced, step by step, and if the 
7E [hi: address~d memory unit is not operating  proper!^ fault was only a transient fault, then the program should 
during p x s e  2 the logic complex 80 can consult the be executed correctly the second time. If, however, the 
iegls~cr 2@6 by receiving its output a1 94, lo determine $5 fault is repeated, the logic complex $0 notes this fact and 
which rn nlory unit is at fault. must take a new corrective skcp. The new corrective step 
Dtrr fig phase 2 of a normal instruction, a memory consists in again rolling back the plogram to the rollback 
unit dehvers an instruction word. If the memory unit point and also replacing the offending functional unit 
.iddresscd during phase 1 is operating properly, it delivers with a spare. The logic conlplex 80 can determine which 
an ~rstruct;on word from the address designated by the 40 functional unit is at fault by inte~rogating its many in- 
oatpiit from the control arithmetic processor during phase puts, as discussed above. 
1. This insnruction word is delivered over bus 1, and The rollback point to which the program rolls back 
Ihrou~h the control arithmetic processor to  bus 2, so it after a fault is detected is designated in the program of 
can be received by any of the functional units. The first the read only memory 26 or read-write men~ories 28 and 
pari of t%e instruction word is a 3-byte operation com- 45 30. When the program is originally written, rollback 
mand portion. The operation command portion indicates points are designated at various places in the program. 
which of the functional units is to perform the operation, A rollback point is typically placed a: the beginning of 
and \?hat. operation it is to perform. This operation com- a series of rclaled instraction steps. The r~lationship oP 
mand poitlon is also received and then entered into a n  the steps is swh that no data is required at the beginning 
operation command register 108 of the CDU. In  case a 50 of the series which is contained in any functional unit 
faulty output is delivered by a functional unit during except a menlory unit. 
phase 3, the logic complex 80 can interrogate the opera- Whenever a rollback point is reached by the computer 
tron,ll command register 108 through l i e  90 t o  determine system in progressing th~ough the program, its address 
whlch functio~al unit is supposed to be operating. The will have been entered into the address portion 110 dur- 
sperat~on command register 108 also delivers signals over 5 j ing phase 2. When an addrcss in the legister 110 is in- 
line 112 to the counter 180 indicating the number of dicated by the current operation command in reg~ster 
cycles required to perform the designated operation dur- 108 to be a roliback point address. this addless is delivered 
ing .phase 3. For example, a simple entry of information over line 114 to rollback point register 115 of the CDU. 
durrrg phase 3 may require 1 cycle, while an arithmetic When the next rollback point is reached, the plevious 
d~viiion may ~cquire 30 cycles. If the unit operating during GO rollback point in register 116 is erased, and the address 
phese 3 does not complete its operation in the designated of the new rollback point is entered into the register 
t m c ,  the oulpt-t 88 from the counter to the logic complex BEG. A rollback p i n t  is designated by an instruction step 
80 can indicate this. which insllucts the address portion legister 110 to enter 
The  address portion of the instruction word delivered its address into the rollback point register 116. 
by a memory unit during phase 2 is received by the con- g j  When a fault is detected, the logic complex $0 delivers 
trol ardhlnetic processor 22. The control arithmetic proc- a reset command on its output 54' and delivers a fault 
esror generally receives this address portion, indexes it if signal to pulse and cycle coui~ter 1100. The resei conl- 
so rnstrucled by the preceding operation colmmand, and mand at 54' erases all information stored in the func- 
c'elivcra the indexed address to the second bus. The in- tional units, except the memory units, and resels them 
&xed acid:ess delivered during phase 2 designates a 70 to a stacdard starting condition. The fault signal to the 
::~ernoi-j ur,i"o, and the address within that memory, unit couater YO0 instracis it to deliver a sync pulsc on its 
w h e ~ e ~ n  a numeric operand word is to be delivered at the output 52', and to deliver a "pliase 2 de~ign~l ion  word" 
begnning oi  p h ~ s e  3. An address portion register 110 of (indicating that phase 2 of the culrent ins'trnclion step is 
t l~e CDU stoies this indexed address delivered over the an abaornlal phase 2 )  followecl by a 3-byte "uilcondl- 
second brrs by the control aiithnletic processor. The in- ;j tional transfer" operation command on its output 102. 
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The 3-byte unconditional t~ansfer operation command metic processor and needed for completing condrtlullal 
at 102 commands the control arithrnctic processor 22 to jump inslructions. A 12-bit operation command register 
store the following address part in its cequence register 132 retains an operation command received during phase 
(at 136 in FIG. 5 ) .  The rollback point register 116 then 2. A counter and logic circuit 134 has input lines 50", 
delivers an addless on its output 118 to the first bus. 62" and 54" for receiving signals from the CDU ancf out- 
This rollback win t  address is entered into the control ' put lines 58", 60" and 62'' for delivering signals to the 
arithmetic processor, which delivers it to the memory CDU, and contains the logic circuitry for generalJy con- 
units duling the next instruction step so that the program trolling fie operation of the processor. 
r c s u ~ ~ ~ e s  at the last rollback point which has been passed. During phase 1, at  the beginning of an rnstruction step, 
The use of roilback points in a program and a rollback a 4-bit byte from the CDU is received over input 130 
point register is for the p rpose  of reducing the recovery from bus 1. This byte enters the operation command reg- 
lime of the computer system. In many computers, the ister 132, which delivers a signal to the counter asid logic 
detection of a fzult results in the computer beginning circuit 134. l-he circuit 134 determines whether the con- 
thc program again at the first instruction. An entire prog- trol arithmetic processor 22 shall deliver an address dar- 
ram may col2ssit of many thousands of inStr~c60n Steps, 15 ing phase 1 (which it generally does during a 
a typical computer for 10% spacecraft voyages utilizing operation step). If the processor has been jnslrricied to 
a program having a number of instructions On the order deliver an address during phase 1, the sequence register 
of 64,000. While many instruction steps can be executed 136 delivers the address it holds over its output line 138 
in a very short time, such as 30 microseconds, other to the second bus. The address from the sequence reg- ixst~uclion steps may cause the execution of a "loop" 20 ister 136 is received by the memory units & the computer 
sequence of instructions. A loop sequence of instructions system to enable them to act during phase 2. the same 
may require the repetition of the same instruction steps time as the sequence register 136 delivers fie address it 
many times, such as a thousand limes, so that a consider- holds, a new address is entered into the sequence register. 
able length of time is required to complete the "loop" This is accomplished by the adder 144 which increments 
sfquence. For example, the loop instruction sequence may 25 fie address in fie sequence register 136 by one and de- 
comrnand the addition of a long column of numbers, livers it over line 149 to the sequence register. Tb- incre- 
which may require a long period of time. Thus, if the 
,,,ting by one involves the addition of one to the ad- 
program had to be started at  the beginning, a long period, dress bytes a0 through a3 (shown in FIG. 2C) and add- 
s u ~ h  as many seconds or even minutes, may be required ing the check symbol P4 by modulo addition to the 
to reach the paint at which a fault was detected. Such 30 check byte c(a)  of the address held in the %- 
a &jay may he per~nissiblc in some applicstions where quence register. 
data is not acted on in real time. However, many com- 
putations required of the computer system, in terminal At the beginning of phase 2, the 3-byte operation com- 
mand is received over bus 1 and delivered throrrgh the 
guidance and other maneuvers, must be acted on in real control arithmetic processor to bus 2, for receipt by all 
lin~e. Therefore, delays of mole than a small fraction zj functional units. If fie operation command happens to be 
of a second cannot be tolerated. The inclusion of rollback directed to  the control arithmetic procesmr 22, the oper- 
points limits the recovery time to a limited number of ation command register $32 delivers a signal to the couni- 
instruction steps, so that recovery time is very short. 
er and logic circuit 134. Otherwise, the processor clocs not 
Protection against faults in the CDU 18 itself is realized during phase 3. During the latter pal o;f 2, a 
by simultaneously opevaiing t h e e  powered CDU's. The 40 
ouip~lts of the three CDZT's are connected to circuitry 5-byte address portion is received over bus 1. 1% the ope:- 
T,Jhich takes a majority vote of all CDU outputs and ation command in register 132 requires it. the addrecs 
d-,liv2rs command to the fLInclional units. portion received during phase 2 is entered into the adder Tons con- In case of a tvio-to-one vote on an output line, the dis- 144 and added to the residue-coded address port: 
a_rrzeing CDU disconnects its own by operating tained in one of the index reeisters 148) or 142. Other- 
its PZO. * fourth powered stzndby copy 45 wise. the address portion received during phase '- is nlerely 
of the CDU is maintained in the system. When the two transferred through the adder 144 to the second brs 
remaining CDU units note that the thiid CDU has turned During phase 3, a numeric operand word is received 
itself og, tlxy admit the powered spare CDU unit to the Over bus In most the processor 22 does not act 
voting on the and turn on the power to a On the numeric operand word. However, it may Ise 
new or fifth, standby CDU. 50 the previously received operation com~nand required the 
Tbc irdividual functior.al units of computer sys- numeric operand word to he entered irrto one or' the indcx 
tern, including the control aril12meijc processor 22, may registers or the sequence r e ~ s t e r ,  in which case PrM- 
be types, and therefore no detailed de- eSSOr does act during phase 3. The Counter and lopic cir- 
scription of operalicm is gven. lilowever, since the cuit 134 controls the functioning of the other units of the 
processor 22 is eslcnsiyely acted upon j5 Processor- It receives three control inplitq 148 froill the 
by liie CDU, as described above, a general description CDU and delivers three status outputs 150 to the CDU. 
oF i s coas*rLlction will aid in the undcrstanding of the A Power switch 152 controls power to the processor. and 
CDU 18 aad the cornouter system generally. it has a switch control input 154 from the CDU and a 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the control alithmetic Rn switch sfatus OU-t 156 leading to the CDU. - UU 
pro.ceTsor 22. The processor contains a 20-bit sequence 
register 136, which holds the address of the next instruc- (5) Detection of faults in contra! arithmetic processor 
tion and dclivers it over its output 138 to the second and main arithmetic processor 
b ~ l s  during phase 1. 
Also, during phase I, tlne address in the sequence reg- 65 
isier 136 is sent on line 137 to the adder which incre- 
ments the coded address by one and returns it on line 149 
to  the sequence register 136. The processor also contains 
two 20-bit index registers 140 and 142 which h d d  address 
portions, and an adder 144 which may be commanded by 
an o:~eration command to add the contents of one of the 
indev registers to  a current address. During phase 2, the 
output of the adder 144 is delivered over line 147 to the 
seco~:d bus. A 4-bit condition code register 146 holds the 
sign infornlation previously supplied by the main arith- 75 
The comparator logic complex 80 of the CDU shovrn 
in FIG. 4 contains circuitry for detecting a varicty of 
faults in the various functional units of the computer 
system. A description of typical portions of the compara- 
tor logic complex will aid in understanding the manner 
in which fault locations are determined and corrections 
are made. FIG. 6 is a partial block diagram of the com- 
parator logic complex 80, showing the circuitry iiivolved 
in correcting for a variety of faults of the control arith- 
metic processor, shown at 22 in FIG. 1, which may occur 
during an instruction step. 
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n1:1:: portion of the comparator logic complex 80 of the The second term in Eq~~,ition 1, ~5.273, is monitoled 
CDPJ shonn in FIG. 6 comprises active status signal by A N D  gate 876. This term covers the situation occur- 
input 58', corlplete status signal inputs 60', internal fault Iring during the fifth pulse of phase 1, when the contl-ol 
signel ~nputs Q2', and bus checker status signal inputs 86. arithmetic processor has completed the delivery of an 
Of these inputs, lines 168, 162 and 164 are from the con- - address, held in its sequznce register, to bus 2. During 
trol arrthznetic processor 22. The fwdr bus checker inputs " pulses p l  through p5 of phase 1, thc control arithmetk 
86 c m y  fault indialing signals when an error is detected processor delivers a 5-byte address to the seconcl bus. If 
03 onc of the busses. Inpuis E l  and E3 carry signals in- this 5-byte word is elroneous, the ssconcl bus chscksr will 
d ~ c ~ i r n g  that the check sun1 of a product or residue code is detect a residue code error, and line E3 will deliver a 
not squal to 11 11, while lines E2 and E4 carry signals in- fanlt-indicating signal. When such a fault-indicating six- 
drcdting that a two-out-of-four error has been detected nal occurs during pulse time p5, A N D  gate 196 deliveis 
In the byte being cnrrently transmitted on the bus. An- an output through OR gate 172 to AND gate 174. If this 
other g:oup of inputs 98 are received from the pulse and occurs during phase 1, A N D  gate 194 delivers a pulse lo 
cyclc counter 100 of the CDU. The inputs 96 comprise 13 OR gate 166. 
lines Line carries a pulse during every one of the ten 15 A third term in Equation 1, p9.8,,,, is monitored by 
pulses of the first phase. Similarly, lines +, and 9, carry AND gate 178. This term represents the lack of a "conl- 
pulses during the second and third phases, respectively. plete" indicating signal over line 162 from the control 
Line 110 carries a pulse during the first of the ten pulses arithmetic processor during the last pulse of phase 3 .  A 
consliiutmng each cycle while line p9 carries a pulse dur- functional unit which performs an internal activity dur- 
ing the tenth pulse of a cycle. (Note that phase 3 may last 20 ing a phase delivers a complete-indicating pulse during 
for many cycles.) Still another input 90 to the compara- the last pulse of the phase. If, during pulse p9, no com- 
tor 1o:ic coinplex receives the operation command held in plete-indicating pulse is received on line 162, AND gate 
the regrsier 108 of the CDU. 148 delivers a pulse to OR gate I72 which passes it through 
l g ~ e  partial circuit shown in FIG. 6 can detect the exist- AND gate 174 if it occurs during phase 1. OR gate 166 
encz of ten types of faults occurring in the control asith- 25 then receives a pulse. 
rnet~c processor. One of these faults is an internal fault, The next three t e ~ m s  in Equation 1 represent faults 
such as internal disagreement of a duplicated critical func- occurring during phase 2, and result in a pulse from m e  
tion, whrch may occur at any time during an instruction of the AND gates 180, 182 or  184. The first of these 
step. Other types of faults include the delivery of errone- terms is (pO+pl+p2) . m . E 4 .  During the first three 
ous dddiesses from the control arithmetic processor or 20 pulses of phase 2, the control arithmetic processor passes 
the operation of the processor during times when it should a 3-byte operation command portion from bus 1 to bus 2 
not be operating. If any of the ten types of faults occur, (without indexing it).  If the 3-byte operation command 
an OR gale 166 delivers an output, which initiates recov- received on bus 1 is correct but the 3-byte opelation corn- 
ery procedures. mand delivered to bus 2 is incorrect, the E2 line will 
Tlie ten types of faults in the control arithmetic Proces- 35 not deliver a fault signal but the line 8 4  will. If this 
sor wh~ch are monitored by the circuit of FIG. 6 ,  and occurs, AND gate 180 will deliver a pulse to OR 
which rive riie lo  an output from OR gate 166, can be ex- gate 186. 
piessed by the following equation: Another fault occurring during phase 2, represented 
I<,,,, =i~l(p0.~.E4+pS.E3+p9. 'C,ap)  Equation 1 by the term p7.37.E3, i? the delivery of an erioneoiis 
+q&L(pO+pl+p2) - m . E 4 + p 7 . x . E 3  40 5-byte address during pulse p3 through p7. Whethcr the 
address is erroneous or not is not determined by the bus 
+ ~ 9  'QcapI $@3 (~4.E3 .Xcap+Xcap.Acap checkers until all five bytes have been received, i.e., not 
+ p 9 ' X ~ a ~ . E ~ a ~ ) + P ~ a ~  until pulse p7. If, at pulse $9, the address delivered over 
where +2 and @3 are phase signals providing pulses the first bus to the processor is correct. line E l  will not 
dureng every pulse period of their respective phase, yQ 45 deliver a fault-indicating signal. However, if the address 
through p9 represent pulses occurring at the first through delivered by the control arithmetic processor to  the sec- 
tenth pulse times during each cycle of a phase, ond bus is erroneous, line E3 will deliver a fault-indicat- 
C,,,, is the control arithmetic processor "complete" signal 
recekved at 162, 
A,,, is the control arithmetic processor "active" signal 
received over line 160, 
X,, is the output of an operation command decoder 148 
on the X,,, line at 194, indicating that the control arith- 
mctic processor should deliver an output dulring phase 3, 
ing signal. If both of these events occur at pulse p7, 
AND gate 182 will deliver a pulse to O R  gate 186. The 
other term during phase 2, p9.?7,,, represents the fact 
that AND gate 184 checks for receipt of a complete-in- 
dicating signal during pulse p9. 
The next three terms in Equation 1 reprecents faults 
occurring during phase 3, and result in a pulse from one 
of the AND gates 188, 190 or 192. Two of these three 
'&I_.& 
F,',, is t\e internal fault signal output from the control faults are monitored only for the case wherein the con- 
arxli~melic processor, received at  line 164. trol arithmetic processor has been commanded to act dur- 
ing phase 3. Whether or not the control arithmetic proc- 
The first term in the above equation, pO.m.E4, which essor has been designated to operate during phase 3 is 
can occur drizing phase one, is detected by AND gate 60 determined by an operation command decoder 168. The 
170. Tbrs term represents the situation where, during the input 90 of the decoder calr;es the operation command 
Sist pulse (PC)) of phase 1, the control arithmetic Proc- in the register lbB8 of the CDU. If this operation com- 
essor 22 deliver a 4-bit phase byte command, which it mand, delivered during 2, iIldicates the control 
recemvcs on bus one 10 to brts two 12. If the command arithmetic processor is to operate duling phase 3, line 
recenicd by the control arithmetic processor over the 65 194 will carry an output X,, during the entire phase 3. 
iirst bus (delivered by p u l s ~  and cycle counter 108 of the The only operation which would be of CDU an  its output 102) is proper, but the output of the 
processor is erroneous, line E2 from the control arithmetic processor during phase 3 is an 
the 5rsl bus checker will not provide a fault signal hnt instruction to u~iload the 20-bit address in one of its 
li:?e H.4 from Ibe second bus checker will deliver a fault- 70 three registers 140, 142 a rd  156. A fault in unioading is 
i n d ~ ~ a t i ~ a a  signal. When line E4 delivers a signal, but line lndlcated by the term p4.E3-XC, in Equation 1, duri~lg. 
EZ ,ioes not during the first pulse of a cycle, AND gate phase 3. The unloading of the 5-byte address in one of 
1~ B$diblivers an output to gate 172. If this occurs dur- the registers of the control arithmziic processor occurs 
ing phase I, AND gate 174 delivers an output to O R  gate during the filst five p~~lses  p0 through p4 of phase 3. If, 
166. 75 during the fifth pulse p4, a residue error is detected by 
3,511,173. 
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the second bus checker, a fault-indicating signal will be 38A and only one spare 38B. Such a u n ~ t  may be a coil- 
received at E3. trol arithmetic processor. A pulse from one of the switch 
If this occurs when the control arithmetic processor is control outputs 197 (shown in FIG. 6 )  of the CDliJ, 
supposed to operate, another input X, will be delivered which controls the functional units of FIG. 8, enters 
to AND gate 188, which will deliver a pulse through OR inputs 56.4 and 56B. The input at 56A triggels flip-flop 
gate 196. Such an occurrence during phase 3 results in 57A and causes it to  deliver a signal to  relay 59A that 
a pulse through gate 198 to OR gate 166. The other term, opens the contacts 61A. The same input delivered at 
p9.CCap, indicates lack of a "complete" signal a t  the 56B triggers flip-flop 57B and causes it to  deliver a signal 
end of an active phase 3. to relay 59B that opens the contacts 6113. Therealter, thc 
The term ~ ; , a p . A c a p  in Equation 1 indicates the ac- lo original unit 38A no longer receives power from power 
tivily of the control arithmetic processor during phase 3 line 46, while spare unit 38B does receive power. Thus, 
when it should not be active. The fact that it should not unit 38A is replaced by its spare 38B. 
be active is indicated by the appearance of Xcap, and FIG. 7 shows a portion of the circuitry of the conl- 
the fact of activity is indicated by the signal &, from Parator logic complex 80 which allows for the detection 
line 160. Thus, .iarious faults can be detected by deter- 15 of six types of faults in the main arithmetic plocessol, 
miniilg whether the control arithmetic processor is op- S ~ O ' W "  at 2Q in FIG. 1.  The main arithmetic processor 
crating it has been designated to operate or to be performs the more complex computations, srrch as addi- 
quiescent. tion, subtraction, multiplication, etc. The main arithmetic 
~h~ various gates which utilize outputs from the op- P~ocessor 20 is quiescent during phase 1. It  is also qrries- 
eration decoder 16% serve as comparing means 20 cent during phase 2 except that it may receive an opera- 
for indicating the functioning of the tion c~mnland during phase 2 instructing: it to  perform 
control arithmetic processor with signals from the de- an operation on a numeric operand word to be leceived 
coder which indicate whether the processor has been d ~ i ~ i n g  phase 3 or to  deliver a previously computed lesrrlr 
designateci to pelform an operation. ~h~ term F~~~ oc- during phase 3. Such an operation command portion will, 
curs internal circuits of the control arithmetic proc- 25 of course, be entered in the opelation command registzr 
essor dztects a disciepancy. A prllse on the Fcap line 164 I@' of the CDU' 
may occur at any time, and it is transmitted directly to The portion of the operation logic complex 80 of 
OR gate PGQ. FIG. 7 includes inputs 58', 60', 62', 86, 88' and 90, and 
If any of the foregoing ten types of faults occurs in outputs 54' and 82 which were described in connectiorl 30 with FIG. 6. However, of the active, complete, and :nter- the processor 22, Ihe OR gate a66 rial fault line inputs, the palticular lines 202, 204 and delivers a pulse 011 its output 167. A pulse at 167 is 2 0 ~  gram the main alithmetic processor ale shown an delivered to OR gate 169, which receives similar pulses particular. The six types of faults in the nlain from other circuits of the comparator logic complex $0, processor 20 monitoled by the circuit of FIG. can be that detect faults in other functional units. The pulse at  3.i expressed by the following equation: 
167 passes through the OR gate 169 to the reset line 54'. 
The pulse at reset line 54' resets all of the functional Rmap=$l-Amap+$2(Amap+p3.'i;map)+ 
units, and commands the pulse and cycle connter 100 of $3' ixmap.Amap+Xmap.Cmap.E3. ~ 8 1  --Fmar 
the CDU to generate signals commanding a rollback to 
the last rollback point address. Such rollback point is 40 where Equation 2 
held in the rollback point register 116 of the CDU, and 
rollbaclc is accomplished in the manner described above. $1, $2, $3, p3, and p8 are as defined above for Equation 1, 
The pulse f ~ o m  OR gate 166 also passes to a CAP Cmap is the "complete" signal from the ~na in  arithmetic 
flip-flop 19%. This pulse changes the CAP flip-flop to a processor, 
state wherein it thereafter delivers an output "one" on Am,, is the "active" signal from the main arifimetic 
its o ~ t p u t  line 193 (until such time as recovery has been 45 processor, 
completed). In addition the pulse over line 167 passes Xmw is the output 208 of the operation command decoder 
to an AND gate 195. The initial pulse delivered over 1168 indicating that the main arithmetic processor should 
167 to the AND gate 195 does not go through the gate operate during phase 3, and 
195. This is because the flip-flop 191 was not delivering a FmaD is the intelnal fault signal of the n~ain arrtlametic 
signal on its output 193 at  the time a pulse was delivered 50 piocessor. 
over Iine 1857. Thus, the first pulse output from OR gate 
166 changes the state of the flip-flop 191 and causes the Duiing phase 1, the main arithmetic processor should 
computer program to roll back and resume the program be quiescent. Therefore, if an active signal A,,,, is re- 
at the last rollback point which has been passed. ceived over line 202 during phase 1,  an error is ineicated 
If the fault in the control processor 22 is 55 an? the AND gate 2x0 delivers an output. Similarly, the 
tiansient, the program will continue without the genera- arithmetic Processor should produce no outptit 
tioil of another fault-indicating signal from OR gate 166, d u ' i " ~  phase 2; if it does, AND gate 211 will ~eceive 
aiid flip-flop 131 wil be baclc illto its original stale, an and an output. A corn~letion 
wherein it delivers no oulput, However, if a fault again signal %W occurs on line 204 after the main aiithmeiic 
occu~s in the coiltrol arithmetic processor when the same 60 processor has accepted and stored the 3-byte operation 
01. an ea~lier instluction is encountered, another pulse 'Ommand during pulses Po p2 Of phase (to 
vJill be delivered from the OR gate I66 on its output determine whether it applies to the main atithmeiic 
167.  hi^ second pulse will pass through AND gate 195, P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  Its absence during pulse 3 is indicated by 
bzcause flip-flop 195 is no$v delivering an output a t  193. the term ~ 3 ' E m a ~ ,  which causes AND gate 213 to deliver 
The output 197 from the AND gales 195 is one of the 6.5 a pulse. 
switch cor~tiol outputs 82' that controls the power During phase 3, the main arithmetic processor 268 is 
sxritches. A pulse on line 197 is delivered to the currently designated to be active or inactive, according to fie 
operating, or original, main arithmetic processor power operation command received during phase 2. If it is desig- 
witch to turn it off and to switch on power to the spare nated as inactive, an Lap signal indicating inactivity 
main arithmetic processor in the system. The second falilt 70 will be deliver to gate 214. If an Am,, signal occurs 
siynal at OR gate 166 is also delivered over the reset line when Xmap is present, it indicates a fault by reason of 
54' to again cause the piograrn to roll back to the stored activity when the processor should not be active. If the 
rollback point. processor should be active then during prilses pX il~rough 
FIG. 8 shows a simplified example of a switching p8 of the last cycle of phase 3 an output will be deliveled 
arrangement, for the case of an original functional unit 75 from the processor to the second bus. Pat the pulse p8, 
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a complete signal also will be leceived over line 204 from includes means for removing power to a functional 
the piocessor. If the output is erroneous, the line E3 will unit and activating a spare functional unit. 
del~ver a pulse to AND gate 216 and cause it to deliver 5. A computer system as defined in claim 1 including: 
a fau!t-ind~cating pulse. Pulses from gates 211 and 216 memory means defining a program having a multi- 
pass through AND gate 217; if they occur during phase plicity of instruction steps, said memory means in- 
3 they also pass through AND gate 215 to OR gale 218. cluding means defining a plurality of rollback points 
A I ;  ~ : l t  occlirrlng during any of the three phases, in- which designate instruction steps at which it is con- 
ciiiding an ~ntcrnal fault signal F, will result in OR venient to resume said program; and wherein 
gdte 218 delivering an output. If OR gate 218 delivers said comparing means include means for interrupting 
d11 output, a lecovcry proccss is initiated in the same the operation of said computer system and resum- 
mannet as for tihe control arithmetic processor described ing its operation at  an instruction step designated by 
above. Howevcr, the power switches controlling the main one of said rollback points. 
anthmetlc processor units will then be operated. A iault 6.  In a computer system including a plurality of func- 
orig~nat~ny from the main arithmetic processor fault tional units for performing operations and counter means 
detecting crrcu~try of FIG. 7 will result in AND gate 15 for controlling the times of operations of said functional. 
220 delivering an output over line 222 which removes units, the improvement comprising: 
powel to the currently operatins main arithmetic proces- means in said counter means for generating signals de- 
sor and closes the power switch leading to the spare. fining discrete intervals; 
The CUU 18 contains additional circuitry for moni- means coupled to one of said functional units for indi- 
toring each of  he other functional units. The monitorkg 20 cating the existence of a predetermined state of ac- 
schemes are chosen to detect the faults most likely to tivity of said unit; 
occui in each unit. gate means responsive to said signals defining discrete 
Althoueh particular embodiments of the invention intervals and to said means coupled to one said 
have been descrrbed and illustrated herein, it is recog- functional unit, for generating fault signals when said 
nizec' that modifications and variations may readily occur 25 functional unit has said predetermined state at one 
to i h o ~  killecl in the art, and, consequently, it is in- of said predetermined intervals; and 
tended that the claims be interpreted to cover such modi- means responsive to said fault signal from said gate 
fications and equivalents. means, for directing fault-correcting procedures to 
W h ~ t  is claimed is: said functional unit. 
1. In a computer system inclbding a plurality of func- 30 7. A computer system as defined in claim 1 including: 
tion'rl mrts for performing operations when designated a spare unit for replacement of said functional unit; 
to do so by tlie receipt of operation command signals, and wherein 
each oi s ~ i d  ilnits having an input, means coupled to said said means responsive to said fault signals con~prises 
input tor preparing the unit to perform an operation means for removing power to said functional unit 
when designated to do so by an operation command, and 35 and activating said spare unit to replace said func- 
an outpEi for d,~ivering data, the improvement compris- tional unit. 
ing: 8. A computer system as defined in claim 6 including: 
firs' means for generating operation command signals memory means defining a program having a multi- 
designating a1 !east one of said functional units to plicity of instruction steps, said memory means in- 
~er form an operation; 40 cluding means defining a plurality of rollback points 
m a n s  couplmg said first means lo said inputs of said which designate instruction steps at which it is con- 
plurality o: functional units, for carrying said oper- venient to resume said program; and 
ation command signals thereto; control means responsive to said fault signals for inter- 
monixoricg rneans coupled to a first plurality of said rupting the operation of said computer system and 
P u a ~ ~ o ~ i a l  ui~its for monitoring their functioning; 4j resuming its operation at an instruction step desig- 
con-iparing nzeans responsive to said operation com- nated by one of said rollback points. 
mand sign'~ls generated by said first means and to 9. A self-testing and repairing computer comprising: 
said rno~~iloring means, for comparing the function- a plurality of separate functional units for performing 
1~1,o f each of said first plurality of functional units computer operations, a plurality of said units nor- 
mi,]? the Liesignations of said operation comland mally being in an operational state and at least one 
signals; and of said units normally serving as a spare unit for 
m a n \  coupled to said comparing means for perform- replacing a faulty operational unit, each of said 
Ing fault-correcting procedures, whereby to direct units having input means for receiving data encoded 
idu i t  cosiection to a functional unit which does not by an error-detecting code, means for acting on data 
perform in a manner directed by said operation 53 from said input means, and output means for trans- 
cornn~and. mitting data encoded by an error-detecting code; 
2. fi computer system as defined in claim 11 wherein: bus means for coupling together said output means 
said xnonitonng means comprises means for generat- from a plurality of said functional units and said 
ir\g sign~ls indicating the occurrence of active per- input means of a t  least one of said functional units; 
furm.lnce of an operation by internal circuitry of 80 checking means coupled to said bus means for gen- 
said first plurality of functional units, whereby to erating fault indicating signals when data on said bus 
cnecb whether a unit designated to be active is actu- means has an error of the type indicated by a pre- 
ally active determined error-detecting code; 
3. A computer system as dzfined in claim B wherein: memory means defining a program having a multi- 
each of said first plurality of functional units includes 65 plicity of sequenced instruction steps, for governing 
mean, coupled to its output for delivering data en- the operation of said functional units; and 
codsd in an error-detecting code format: and control means coupled to said memory means and said 
bald n~onitoring means comprises bus means coupled checking means, said control means including means 
to s a d  outputs of said first plurality of functional for rolling back the program in said memory means 
unrts, and bus checker means coupled to said bus 70 to a previous instruction step after the generation of 
mean\ for indicating the occurrence of erroneously fault indicating signals, means for detecting which 
eacoded data on said bus means. functional unit delivered data at  a fault time when 
4, A computer system as defined in claim 1 including: said checking means generated a fault indicating sig- 
a plurality of spare functional units; and wherein nal, and means for replacing said unit hhich deliv- 
said means for performing fault-correcting procedures ij ered data at said fault time with s a d  spaie functional 
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unit after at least one operation of said means for venient points for the resumption of said l?rogliirn 
rolling back the program to a previous instruc- after an interruption; and 
tion step. control means coupled to said memory means sad said 
10. A self-testing and repairing computer comprising: fault indicating signals generated by said checlkaug 
a plurality of separate functional units for performing means, for performing fault-correcting procedures 
computer operations, each of said units having input including rolling back the program in said memory 
means for receiving data encoded by an error-detect- means after the receipt of said fault indicafiarg ing- 
ing code, means for acting on data from said input nals, to the last roll back point instruction which has 
means, and output means for transmitting data en- been passed. 
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